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God is a mishmash!

God. #e sea. #e sea. God. Night. Nothingness. Time has been drained from the $ow of the 

blue onto the paper. A murmuring $ow from the %ngertips to create a manuscript. An out-

pouring felt in the movement of the colour. An oceanic feeling. Indigo, royal blue blended with 

black. Prussian blue, whose name varies with the chosen brand of pigment. Flows that dry to 

inscribe the presence of an ink-black night on the surface of the paper.

Where does the very word ‘iconotexture’ arise from ? How should we understand this term, 

which seems to explain itself without necessarily telling us what it means ? Icon, texture. Image, 

arrangement. Resemblance, matter. Everything in the tradition of the religious image, in the 

history of the icon, denies the very principle of texture. If an icon is supposed to be the materi-

alisation of the invisible, what texture should it be given ? Can an icon have a texture ?

Here the invisible is to be understood as the passage from the comprehensible to the incom-

prehensible. A cerebral place that resonates with an invitation to handwriting. Not so as to re-

spond to the need to say, to state, to express by resorting to ‘decorative’ calligraphy, but to allow 

discourse – perhaps the ‘Discours au monde (Try Out)’ performance that #ierry De Cordier 

staged on the roof of Lyon’s Centre d’échanges (public transport hub) in 1988 – or to explore 

other paths to the point of forming those ‘broderies littéraires’ in which some will no doubt see a 

psychotic drift. A drift provoked by a desire to capture God in a de%nition.

God is always present in #ierry De Cordier’s production. Over and above any religious refer-

ence, for this artist God embodies the question of how beings came into existence in our world. 

Does God have an intelligible meaning ? And can we conceive of a being – philosophically 

speaking – by leaving God out of the equation ?

#is question stems from De Cordier’s childhood and family traditions that made a strong im-

pression on him. After graduating from the Académie, he underwent an identity crisis related 

to the need to put an end to his Flemish Catholic upbringing, which dogmatically and intol-

erantly superimposed God on the world like an indisputable truth : a reality impervious to all 

doubt. #e atheism that De Cordier adopted remained tinged with the haunting and trauma-

tising presence of a God imposed by force. Boarding school, morality and the burden of religion 

weighed heavily on him. #us for him the painting of God represented a moral necessity : by 

exposing the absurdity of God, he was better able to extinguish His representation.

Another nihilistic idea engendered by De Cordier’s youth was that life has no meaning, and 

this emptiness gave a direction to both his artistic and personal research, the latter through his 

reading of atheist philosophers and of mystics whose experiences o0ered another perception of 

the absolute.

#e ideas expressed in this text are based on an interview with #ierry De Cordier, which took place in Ostend on 14 

September 2016. #e title is taken from the painter’s own words.
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Heedless of the thoroughly sociological aspects of a certain category of contemporary creation, 

De Cordier continued to focus on his metaphysical obsession, which provided him with the 

means to express his mystical aspiration without submitting to it, and without acknowledging 

a linear state of mind that could have only one outcome. #is generated a fragmentary thinking 

composed of aphorisms and sometimes contradictory snippets of thoughts that gathered in an 

ever-changing tone of mood.

To what purpose ? To demonstrate that God, this personal God who founded the Church and 

has never ceased to evolve in accordance with human needs, is an absurdity. Initially, there is a 

distance between the divine principle and what man has made of it that perturbs intelligence. 

De Cordier originally had the idea of bringing together in a single work all the possible de%-

nitions of God – because God is a question of language and thus of individuals who inhabit 

this language and thereby make God their own creation. For De Cordier ‘it is imperative that 

whoever employs the term “God” begins by de%ning what they mean by it’. To his mind, this 

is necessary to escape the ambiguity of language. #ere are myriad expressions that de%ne God 

and as many that negate Him. De Cordier began from a desire to put these assorted de%nitions 

in a single work without any form of commentary. Why ? To deplore an absurdity that is inher-

ent in our – human, too human ? – common practice and that gives substance to both our love 

of God and our abhorrence of Him. Either one or the other… De Cordier needed to overcome 

this duality. Neither for nor against, but in the permanent oscillation between one and the other, 

from which a principle of absurdity springs.

#is mechanism of absurdity lies at the heart of De Cordier’s work. It governs the passage from 

emptiness to abundance, from presence to absence, and from life to oblivion. Just as life is ab-

surd, death is absurdity. Considered in the broadest sense, God falls within the same category. 

De Cordier’s repertoire of collected citations reveals the human need to create a de%nition 

against which the fullness of being can be measured. To de%ne – from the inside – what cannot 

be de%ned. #at would be the challenge the Iconotextures would take up. For De Cordier, this 

quest for a de%nition is an illusion. Collecting these de%nitions led to an impasse. At a certain 

moment, lacking new citations to contribute to the thick volume he was dreaming of, he began 

to borrow stock phrases that did not necessarily make reference to God, and which he took at 

random for their literary quality and transformed to his purpose in order to create de%nitions 

that, above and beyond their impracticable and ine0ective – nay, absurd – nature, gave a possible 

de%nition of God. In some cases they are all the more probable because they are absurd. Con-

sequently, every amended proverb, each invented sentence talks about God : ‘You have to strike 

while the iron’s hot’ becomes ‘You have to strike while God’s hot’.

Although this systematic distortion is ironic and not without surrealism, it reveals the abundant 

absurdity of attempting to encapsulate God in a de%nition. If the insertion of ‘God’ in even 

the most insigni%cant proverb is successful, then it proves that the concept of de%ning God is 

fundamentally senseless. God would be truth but His de%nitions untruths. God is a matter of 

multitude and His substance is multiplicity. Inexhaustible, the nomenclature of God demon-

strates the direct relation between absurdity and profusion. #e result of this is that a certain 

materiality is given to the oblivion that a series of night-coloured inks explores.

Trapped by this same mechanism, it is probable that a demonstration of the non-existence of 

God would tend to strengthen evidence for His existence : the nothing that decrees His pres-

ence. And it is this presence that goes hand in glove with writing. De Cordier writes incessantly, 

in a notebook, on scraps of paper, with no need for a studio or workspace. He jots down frag-

ments of impressions, wisps of metaphysical thought, sensations that are to be translated into 

words, scraps of spontaneous expression. Writing on bits of paper has become an obsession that 

runs in parallel to painting. #e support began to proliferate automatically, no doubt by dint 

of his approach as a visual artist. #e escalation of the text is presented as a $ow. #e visible 
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text is invested with movement and real presence. Reading it is not essential. It has a presence, 

which, for De Cordier, is similar to the nature of the Asian experience of calligraphy, which is 

‘seen with the mouth, said with the eyes’. To focus on the need for reading – that is to say, the 

requirement for comprehension – the work of art had to take the format of a book, a di0erent 

experience but one that shares certain elements : the blue of the cover, the format that maintains 

the sensation of the $ow of elements, the rhythm of the writing, and so on.

Whereas text presented as a picture is seen in an instant that does not allow for recognition of 

layers of sensations, the paper sheets as a support for the simple exercise of reading allow the eye 

to progress and restore what is visible to its potential – not obligation – to be read, to the extent 

of it becoming ‘delirious’ writing, a vociferation of the word become obsessional. He embroi-

dered the now frenzied text into a mishmash on the verge of the pathological : the text, which 

begins in a measured manner, respecting the space between the lines, overlaps and accumulates 

to the point that it obscures itself. #is hysterical saturation of the script overwhelms the very 

idea of text. #e textual is reduced to the textural.

#e mystical is transformed into the hysterical. Hysteria is reconciled with mysticism, an issue 

that is less to do with territory than with border : border evoking a marginality that delimits a 

family that De Cordier has always proclaimed. To escape a disturbing solitude ? To outline a 

tradition into which he can assimilate ? #e loner in him coexists with the mystic. #e blue em-

phasises this link. #e dark blue of solitary nights, the midnight blue of an absolute consecrated 

to emptiness. #e same ink loosed his almost frenzied pleasure at joyously writing the script 

that hovers on the page. It also de%ned the territory of those vertical nights in which emptiness 

is transformed into presence as profound as it is serene.

Materials are important. #e ink used is writing ink. It is both the origin of all unwritten texts 

and a hard, abstract presence… like that of an absolute God. #e support becomes a window 

open onto the sea or a mountain whose motif has fossilised into a pitch-black night. Like the 

dried bottom of an inkpot that vibrates intensely with the radiance of these monochrome works 

to which the artist returns today.

A fascination for impenetrability is apparent in the development represented by the twelve 

monumental Iconotextures. #e text no longer attempts to communicate directly but, in its focus 

on pure form, says more than the sum of the meanings of its individual words. It is not a ques-

tion of understanding what is being said but only of seeing a weft of abstract lines, a concoction 

of entangled sounds. And, out of this dense texture, of allowing the possibility of an ever- 

deferred sense to emerge.

#is ideal is the vanishing point of serial works (featuring margins 3.5 centimetres in width, 

precise spaces between the lines, the use of the same masterfully modulated ink) covered with 

a text that, in the process of being elaborated, degenerates, eats into the margins, and dissolves 

into delirium and excess. To the extent that it becomes that mystical night in which the real is 

transmuted into an illegible upsurge of matter that sets, becomes petri%ed, and withers. It is not 

possible to talk of this as a work that remains un%nished and that perhaps will never be com-

pleted, that no one can see. It is the vanishing point of a work in progress and which, when the 

Iconotextures come to a close, should open other horizons… as unknowable as God.

Michel Draguet


